
Drawing on naturalistic Video and audio recordings of international meetings, 
and within the framework of conversation analysis, ethnomethodology and 
interactional linguistics, this chapter studies how multilingual resources are 
mobilised in social interactions among Professionals, how available linguistic and 
embodied resources are identified and used by the participants, which Solutions 
are locally elaborated by them when they are confronted with various languages 
spoken but not shared among them, and which deiinition of multilingualism they 
adopt for all practical purposes.

Focusing on the multilingual Solutions emically elaborated in international 
Professional meetings, we show that the participants Orient to a double 
principle: on the one hand, they Orient to the progressivity of the interaction, 
adopting all the possible resources that enable them to go on within the 
current activity; on the other hand, they Orient to the intersubjectivity o f 
the interaction, treating, preventing and repairing possible troubles and 
Problems o f understanding. Specific multilingual Solutions can be adopted to 
keep this difficult balance between progressivity and intersubjectivity; they 
vary according to the settings, the competences at hand, the linguistic and 
embodied resources locally defined by the participants as publicly available, the 
multilingual resources treated as totally or partially shared, as transparent or 
opaque, and as needing repair or not.

Ihe paper begins by sketching the analytical framework, including the 
methodology and the data collected; it then presents sonie general findings, 
before ofFering an analysis of various ways in which participants keep the balance 
between progressivity and intersubjectivity in different multilingual interactional 
contexts.
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10 PAS *(0.3) a label/*

*draws rectangle*

11 (0.3)

12 JOE +°yes°+

+nods+

Pascal

Joe Peter

Pascals explanation is organised into two subsequent turns (1-4 and 8 - 1 0 ). The 
second reformulates the lirst: whereas the former focuses on what will be done 
by the Chinese team (use o f the second-person pronoun), the latter strengthens 
the instructional dim ension o f the action, formatted as an Order, and positions 
Pascal as being responsible for the Organisation o f the industrial process (use o f 
the first person pronoun). Ihe second is produced alter a delayed response by Joe 
(6 ). A lthough Joe has nodded already when the “ label” is mentioned in line 3, his 
response is treated as m inim al by Pascal upgrading his action -  oriented to securing 
intersubjectivity.

These two turns are organised in an incremental way, Step by step, by the 
progressive addition o f lexical and syntactic resources, building an emergent turn. 
Frequent pauses delim it smaller units, such as nominal phrases, verbal phrases 
and prepositional expansions, supplemented by a series o f little touches. A  specific 
feature o f this increm ental Organisation is the fact that utterances, although 
possibly com plete, can constantly be expanded by a new added segment. So, with 
“your paper/” ( 1 - 2 ), the argument o f the verb “to keep” is uttered with a continu- 
ative intonation which projects more to come. After a pause of 0.5 seconds, Pascal 
continues with a prepositional phrase (“with eh (.) label/”, 2-3). At this point, the 
turn is possibly complete. But its com pletion is revised by the addition o f an infi-
nite clause after the pause o f 0.2 seconds (“to know/ (.) which paper is it\”, 3-4). 
The latter constitutes what ScheglofF (1996), Ford, Fox and Thompson (2002) and 
Couper-K uhlen and ö n o  (2007) call an increment, i.e. a segment which is syntac- 
tically dependent on the preceding segment, which was possibly complete but is 
retrospectively redefined as incomplete by this addition. The emergent Organisation 
o f  the turn confers on it a plasticity which permits a redefinition and renegotiation 
o f the com pletion at each point.
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4 $ (0.4) $ (0.4)

$ .... $speech bubble visible on the ppt— »

5 RIC eh::\ a:- a vAlue of the Company is act quickly/

6 it's very important/ (.) be Creative i think we

7 should do that/ h: and NEVER give Up/ (0.3)

8 °and° Even [if you think that you]&

9 CLA [ffff:::]

10 RIC &Are\ (. ) thinking\

11 XXX hf :

12 CLA h h [: S[inking\]

13 VER? [ °xxxxx°

14 RIC [thank you\] eHE/ he he/

15 MAR? mhm/

16 RIC [he he eh hh

17 REB [»qu'est-ce que ?a veut dire sinking/«

[>>what does that mean sinking/<<

18 ROM (°no\°)

19 MAR COUler\

SInk\

20 REB? [ah

21 ARI [ *<°xx [(the overview)0* ( (to VER))>

22 CLA [thAnk yOU\]

23 VER [si- what does] it mean/ [sinking/

24 ARI [sink*ing is:/*

ari * . . gesture 'sinking -* , , , , *' sinking' *

25 <. >

26 REB? [couler\]

[ sink\]

27 CLA [t e u h \

28 RIC [£COULER/£

[£SINK/£

cla + . . .lifts hands— >

ric £ . . .lifts Rhand£, , , ,

’l he correction o f the “s” sound is even more interesting as this pronunciation is very 
frequent within the group and is generally not corrected. Furthermore, the inscription 
on the PowerPoint slide disambiguates Richards pronunciation. In this case, other- 
repair responds to the possibly problematic nature o f Richards critique (the excessive 
workload imposed by the Company). It considerably delays the preferred action o f 
laughing, as well as those o f thanking or clapping expected at the end o f a talk, by 
the chairwoman, Claire (22), or by the audience. Here, the participants make use o f a 
linguistic problem to display their disaffiliation from Richard (also visible in Claires
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5 LEA he he

6 DUN hm [hm

7 TRI [define yes]

8 WAR [define/ ] yeah\

9 (0.3) euh by activite\

activity\

10 TRI yeah

11 WAR by acti- Safari::ne/=

12 TRI =(yeah) activity yeah

13 XXX xxxx

euh neighborhood

Warda Starts her contribution in English. Long pauses and hesitations display her 
uneasiness in English (1-2). This lack o f fluency is turther shown by the self-repair 
occurring in line 4. Although “they defined” in English has already been produced, she 
adds “(,definir(l”, which operates a step backwards, slowing down the progression o f the 
interaction, and indicates the Speakers uncertainty. Ihe sequence opened by this request 
for confirmation is rather long (4-8), with interventions from three o f the participants.

O nce the lexical choice has been confirmed (“dehne/ yeah\” 8 ), Warda resumes the 
utterance by adding some complements (9). O ne of them is in French (“by activite] 9): it 
is ratified twice by Trine (10, 12), who is Wardas main addressee, and produces both the 
recognition o f the form ( 1 0 ) and its translation ( 1 2 ) -  thus securing intersubjectivity.

Ihus, Wardas use o f French can either achieve a Step backwards (4) or a Step 
forward (9). In both cases, it occasions a side sequence, which slows down the progres- 
sivity o f the interaction. Her use o f French can be confusing, as in the continuation of 
her description:

Extract 6 (Hainmain, continuation of excerpt 5)

14 WAR Safarine\ neighborhood Safarine is Safarine

15 (0.3) dinandiers or euh:: (0.8) Safarine\

coppersmith1s (district)

16 activite Safarine

activity
17 (0.7)

18 TRI [(achso)

[(oh really)

19 WAR (hm

20 (0.3)

21 TRI yeah yeah

Having explained that the inhabitants dehne the neighbourhood as activity, Warda 
Starts a reformulation (14), which instead o f clarifying her point, is a little confusing 
for the interlocutors: her turn is not easily segmented into meaningful syntac- 
tic parts, and she switches to French twice, which does not help. Although Trine 
continues to acknowledge Wardas talk, the 0.7 second pause which occurs before
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her receipt token (18) and the choice of “achso" (“oh”) probably indicate a problem 
(Golato & Betz 2008) with her comprehension. Contrary to extract 5, here the use of 
French is not ratified by a translation -  and this might indicate a more problem atic 
Status of intersubjectivity.

In a third and last attempt to complete her contribution, Warda adds a last point, 
in French:

Extract 7 (Hammam, continuation of excerpt 6)

22 WAR ( (laughter) ) (0.5)c'est eu h : : (1.8) la remarque

it's eum:: (1.8) the Observation
23 c'est que le hanunam ne figure pas dans le- la- la

is that the hammam does not appear in th- th- the
24 definition des quartiers

definition of the districts
25 (0.4)

26 WAR le hammam n'est pas- n'est- ne- [ne figure ]&

the hammam doesn't- doesn- doesn- [does never]&
[n'existe pas\]

[doesn't existX]
Sjamais ( . ) dans la definition\ oui

Sappear (.) in the definition\ yes
so you were- sorry (0.4) you were asking people : :/ 

(0.4) how (0.5) whether they see any relationship 

between the hammam [and the

[the hammam and=

=and what they relate to as the neighborhood [and

[yeah

there was always no (0.4)

[ °xxxxxxxxxxx° ]

[c'est- c'est] toujours/ la reponse c'est

[it's- it's] always/ the answer it's 
l'activite\ (0.7) toujours c'est [l'activite

the activityX(0.7) always it's the [activity

Warda’s turn (22-24) presents her most important point (that the hamm am is not 
mentioned as being a part of the neighbourhood) in French. As nobody responds 
(25), Warda adds a new utterance (26-28), a repeat which is collaboratively completed 
by Trine (27).

Trine’s turn in line 29, beginning with “so”, is designed so as to perform two 
different actions towards the various parties constituting the participation framework 
established through the use of French: on the one hand, she achieves a reformula- 
tion primarily addressed to Warda and secondarily to those who can understand 
French, asking for confirmation; on the other hand, she translates into English what

27 TRI

28 WAR

2 9 TRI

30

31

32 WAR

33 TRI

34 WAR

35 TRI

36 XXX

37 WAR

38
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